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Judy Neger obtained her M.A (Conflict Resolution 2005) from Royal Roads University, and her 
B.A (Philosophy 2000) from York University. Judy also obtained the Certificate in Dispute 
Resolution (2003) and Advanced Certificate in Dispute Resolution (2004) from York 
University. Judy participated in a Mediation Internship at Ontario Small Claims Court, FSCO 
mediator 2009-2011, shadowed and trained with Mediator Jay Rudolph, for over 5 years and 
has been conducting mediations in Ontario for over 15 years.  
Currently, Judy is the founder of JN Mediations, a multi service mediation company located in 
the GTA. Judy is responsible for mediating and negotiating settlements for civil litigation cases, 
(ie. Personal injury, accident benefits and tort, LTD etc) within the legislation and framework of 
the Insurance Act and the SABS..  Judy has mediated hundreds of insurance related disputes 
and is very qualified to handle complex, multi-party disputes while maintaining neutrality, 
confidence and rapport with the parties. She is committed to ensuring the parties experience a 
fair, efficient and effective mediation process. Judy’s strong analytical and interpersonal skills 
make her an effective mediator. Judy is passionate and enthusiastic about mediation and brings 
energy to the mediation process while assisting the parties to resolve their disputes.  
 
Judy is a Chartered Mediator (C. Med. 2011), and from 2000 has been a member of the ADR 
Institute of Ontario. In 2008, Judy published an article in the Canadian Arbitration and 
Mediation Journal of the ADR Institute of Canada. Judy has written various articles in the field 
of mediation and enjoys researching current trends. She is also associated with the American 
Association for Conflict Resolution, the International Academy of Mediators and Advocates in 
Mediation.  

From 2011 to 2013, Judy participated as a Judge at the International Competition for Mediation 
Advocacy, a cross-cultural educational event for law students to develop mediation advocacy 
skills used in practicing law. Judy has also developed training seminars in Insurance, Accident 
Benefits, Negotiation Strategies and Conflict Resolution. Judy has conducted workshops in 
Negotiation skills training for corporate events, business development centers and the UofT 
Faculty of Law. Judy is also a mediator mentor to law students across Ontario teaching them 
mediation advocacy/negotiations and the opportunity to observe mediations  

Since 2014, Judy has been actively involved in Conflict resolution awareness and promoting 
various components of conflict resolution to organizations, school boards, community forums, 
professional development organizations and mature students. In addition, Judy is passionate 
about Conflict resolution and writing and spends many hours researching and writing about 
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current trends in the practice of mediation. Judy serves as a mentor and leader in the community 
regarding conflict resolution initiatives.  

In addition to her busy mediation practice, Judy volunteers at various community organizations. 
Judy and her husband have five children and live in Toronto. Judy is involved in PTA, not for 
profits, community service and matchmaking. While juggling a career and family, if she has 
any downtime, Judy enjoys reading, playing guitar, dancing/singing and writing.  

 


